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Dear everyone, thank you for coming. To management, thank you very
much for responding positively to our call and taking time out to meet
with us. We are looking forward to sharing our concerns with you and
finding solutions in common. To the T-VIPs, thank you for supporting this
initiative and for the work you have put into making this meeting happen.
We are known by many names—as postdocs, external lecturers, assistant or
associate professors—but we share this one crucial condition: we are fully
qualified researchers who remain unemployed due to circumstances beyond
our own influence. This is what has traditionally been referred to as an
‘aggrieved’ position. And in fact we have gathered here today due to the
difficult and, so we think, unfair position we find ourselves in as a group.

I have been asked to say a few words on behalf of the T-VIP group to
create the space for a dialogue about our concerns. The title of this short
talk is deceptively simple: ”Why are we here?” but behind this simplicity
looms two difficult questions that I shall do my best to address, namely
”Who are we?” and, second ”What is wrong?”. The third question, ”What
is to be done”, is the concern of the meeting in general and requires the
respectful dialogue across positions and perspectives with which we have
sought to open this debate. I shall therefore not say much about the latter
but only offer a few points to how the very question of “solutions” might be
framed.

So ”who are we”? I said at the outset that we share the lack of tenure as
a predicament. We might qualify this by adding that, having all completed
our period of training as researchers and earned our PhDs, the T-VIPs
might be junior in the pecking order of VIP-staff but they are far from
young. A survey conducted internally amongst ourselves shows that our
average age is 39 years and that we have worked as full-blown researchers
for an average of 4,5 years since completing our PhDs. T-VIPs thus include
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in particular those who are fully qualified to pursue academic careers, and
who have invested and are willing to further invest in an academic career
but for whom the path to securing some sort of employment security as
academics is very unsecure and also very opaque. Half of the T-VIPs have
been forced to receive unemployment benefits some time during their post-
PhD years and half of us have no guaranteed employment 12 months from
now. There is then a double blockage defining this inability to turn qualified
academics into tenured ones. One the one hand the sheer lack of positions
and on the other a lack of transparency through which qualifications become
transformed into stable employment. This second aspect has given rise to a
proliferation of informalisation with regards to how employment is actually
secured, including unclear decision-making procedures, a gap between formal
requirements and surprising outcomes, and the acute experience that ‘luck’
and ‘accidents’—instead of clear policies and agreements—structure our zig-
zag paths of post-doctoral career development.

In addition, T-VIPs are in many cases, and even more so in the hu-
manities than in the natural sciences, ‘stuck’ in their career paths. This
seems like an odd thing to say. Are we not a highly-educated and privileged
group, a minority with considerable educational capital on the job market?
Yes we are but no, we haven’t. It is true that privilege brought us here:
we won competitions, or we belong to the elite or middle-class sections of
society, or—most likely—a bit of both. But the moment we enrolled in a
PhD program we also embarked on a path of career development whose
primary characteristic is isolation from the rest of society. We call this spe-
cialisation and we like the sense of expertise and exclusivity it brings with it.
But exclusivity soon becomes a burden when it remains unrecognised and
unrenumerated. An interesting thing showed up in our survey. Whereas
nearly half of us think it very unlikely that we will be fully employed one
year from now, 65% of us are reasonably optimistic about having employed
10 years from now. Are we just happy fools, or have we thoroughly inter-
nalised the precarity of our situation, accepting that insecurity is the new
normal? Maybe a bit of both. But I think there is a more sinister reason as
well.

T-VIPs suffer from the isolation of their exclusivity, which in times of
crises perform a double negation of their professional identity: as specialised
researchers they are always at risk of losing their academic voice because
academic work is tied so closely, not least in Denmark, to academic em-
ployment. These two forms of inclusion/exclusion reinforce each other and
serve to turn T-VIP trajectory into a precipitous path with a very high risk
of permanent termination. It is also one in which the violence of termina-
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tion is invisibilised. Since T-VIPs are not permanently employed academics
it suffices to let their contract run their course and then let them disap-
pear automatically off the radar of academia. Sure enough, many T-VIPs
struggle for a while from the marginal positions they find themselves in—
in positions as external lecturers they try to continue to research in their
free time; or as ‘independent scholars’ they cling onto the few open spaces of
academic collaboration that exist such as conferences and publications—but
most eventually give up and fall away. Left to die, academically, as it were.

From the perspective of society - and the university - this must seem
like an enormous waste of resources: human and economic. Whichever way
you count it, the numbers look bad. So what is the problem? Well, this
is in fact one of them. T-VIP are not just aspiring researchers who are
seeking to make an adventurous claim on the university as an institution for
employment: they are already crucial assets to academia and the education
system through their various contributions. So the first obvious thing that
is wrong is the inability of a public institution to honor its responsibilities
to finishing off what they have started: First granting us, as highly qualified
individuals, academic degrees, and then benefitting from our research in
terms of building academic environments and through our disseminations.
One might reasonably ask why it is so hard for the management of publicly-
funded tertiary educational institutions, in a context of a political urge to
become a knowledge society, to acknowledge that the huge amount of T-VIPs
now lingering in the uncharted waters of pre-tenure trenches is, in fact, a
result of their own visions to strengthen academic knowledge in general?

The very inability to pose this question is then maybe what is wrong. We
may call it a ’neoliberal blindness’, as it rhymes with the general perspec-
tive on employment as the responsibility of the individual. And it is indeed
true, as we all very well know, that we find ourselves in an economic crunch
between punitive austerity policies and a general crisis of funding for the
humanities. Against these onslaughts management can do very little, and
we fully understand their predicament of running an underfunded univer-
sity system overcrowded with overqualified academics and being encroached
upon by overly eager politicians. But there are economic difficulties and
then there is a language of austerity and these are not the same thing. We
fully acknowledge the budgetary constraints on hiring policies but we do
not necessarily agree that available resources, which we have helped accu-
mulate, are being distributed in the best possible way. And may we just
add, that we are more than a little bit tired of hearing, as you presumably
are about repeating, the refrain “economic necessities”. The language of
austerity delegitimises any talk of redistribution and asks us only to oblige
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to its primitive cut-backs.
There is an accompanying vision to this form of social power, namely the

idea that society itself is a marketplace and that we, as individual researchers
must exchange our labor power for wages in open and free competition with
everyone else, responding to the “forces” of the market which is the only real
regulator of social interaction. We understand this language; we sincerely
do. Otherwise we wouldn’t have been here, crafting ourselves and our work,
as we have done, into commodified forms that can be openly “exchanged”.
But to acknowledge the shared condition of our predicament requires break-
ing with the normal understanding of what is also, euphemistically, called
”early career researchers”. From this perspective, we are all hard-working
individuals who strive through benevolent competition to climb the ladder of
‘employability’, which materialises through the quality of our contributions
and through perseverance. It is further understood that a career in research
should be seen as a privilege—I think the word here is “calling”—and that
it’s successes should therefore not be measured by standards of labor but
through the kind of grace it bestows upon us as our careers grow.

Yes. I think we can all identify with these narratives: we are not afraid to
work hard; we believe quality is important in academia and maybe even that
it can and should be measured. We might even become a bit flattered by the
suggestion that we are somehow special—I think the word here is “world-
class”. But there is something wrong with this picture. I suspect many of
us are here today because we intuitively sense that this picture is not telling
the whole story. Why, for instance, is it not enough to have a PhD degree to
be on a secured path of academic excellence and employment? Today, this
might seem like a naive question, 10 years ago it was pertinent and 20 years
ago it was a non-issue. Why, also are so many hours of our work wasted on
writing applications without any form of evidenced relationship between the
quality of our work and funding? Again, this is a novel problem. But funding
for T-VIPs is not a matter of frivolity—of being able to pursue interesting
projects that expand our knowledge. It is a matter of livelihood. Without
it, we dry out. And why, lastly, are we left in the dark with regards to
how we might become permanent academics? The criteria for employment
keep changing, are flaunted, or are not utilised. One year, we are told that
publications are what we need to focus on; the next year we are told that
without proper teaching qualifications it is “obviously” impossible for us
to get a position as associate professors; then we need to have published a
book, or to have been successful in raising research funds, no wait...only if
it comes from EU. And so on.

Of course, a common answer to all these repositionings of employment
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as a high-velocity moving target can be blamed on the market, or the com-
bination of state policy and market constraints. But we find this inadequate
and we called this meeting because we think that management can do more
to help cushion T-VIPs from these dual forces and to register the important
contribution we as a group give to the university environment. We fully
recognise the economic constraints under which universities must survive in
an era of austerity and even—as has been suggested by some—knowledge-
bashing. But despite the current limitations on spending, there are things
that can be done to address our insecurity and precarity as a T-VIP group
and which cannot be encompassed by the language of austerity that only
understands unemployment as a combination of forces external to the uni-
versity and of individual (in)competence.

In a context where the entire structure of tertiary education is under
rapid transformation, I hope this meeting will open up a fruitful dialogue on
how the university and non-tenure academics can help each other address
an academic future which would benefit from increased collaboration and
integration of T-VIPs. What we ask for, in the first place, is therefore
not redistribution but recognition. We believe that we are fully qualified
academics and we wish to contribute to the further development of the
humanities, as a field and as a faculty at the University of Copenhagen.
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